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This urinal for outdoor events is masse 
produced and worldwide distributed. It is a 
very common facility at outdoor events.

There are no urinals for women. This has an impact 
on gender equality. The problem is obvious during 
outdoor events such as festivals, marathons and 
carnivals.

Equality



90% Of toilet queues at outdoor
events are only  women 
that needs to pee

The problem 



600% More efficient than normal toilets
for women to pee

One Lapee replaces 6 toilet cabins.

30 sec3 min

Efficiency



Validated  and loved by end-users.

“I think it’s a revolution”
Joséphine , 29



165 cm

60 cm

1100L capacity tank 

Or connect direct to sewage

3500 uses

∞ usesDirect to sewage

Tank 1100 L

Lapee has been designed to cover the squatting girl whereas the standing man would 
be exposed. The height of the urinal allows the woman inside to look out but no one can 
look in from outside. 

Lapee has been validated by the largest 
festival of Denmark, the largest local rental 
company, the manufacturer and plenty of 
women.

Technical



Lapee is designed to protect women : the 
opening provides efficiency and functionality. 

The intimicy can be adjusted by the 
placing of the units

The design





Lapee is made in the same way as the 
famous male urinal : roto-moulded 
polyethelene, 100% recyclable.

Lapee is transported, handled, cleaned and 
stored in the same way as the male urinal.

All rental companies in the world are ready 
to integrate Lapee in their routine.

Moreover, Lapee is stackable, saving 
transportation’s carbon emission and cost.

Lapee is patented and 
design protected

Logistics
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Loading truck

One unit length : 2300 +1670

+1670
...

Two units length : 3970

Three units length : 5640

Loading truck Loading truck

Lapee is stackable and space optimized

Warning : Do not move Lapee if not empty. Do not move Lapee without lifting.
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8 units = 5 footprints
Length of 8 units = 8980

Outlet (drainage) 1” ball valve and 1” 
nito-quick release coupling

Before normal operation : close valve 
and remove handle

When draining, attach hose and open 
valve, close valve when finished. 

Place Lapee on a planar surface.

Lapee is safe when empty if exposed to wind at a speed under 14m/s. 
If the wind is too strong, add 200L of water/pee in the tank.

Detail

Tank
Weight : 110 Kg
(empty)

Top part
Weight : 90 Kg

Tank capacity max : 1100L

Lifting eye :
- Lifting the top part
- Lifting the whole unit if empty

Stackability

Warning : Do not move Lapee if not empty. Do not move Lapee without lifting.





Loved by women.

“I think it’s a revolution”
Joséphine, 29.



UN goalsSupported by

Lapee improves gender equality
Lapee is 100% recyclable
Lapee is waterless



info@lapee.dk
www.lapee.dk
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